Things to See & Do
while you are at Ridee Villa (RV)
Safe Sea bathing

Supposedly an amazing spot to take a dip is just a few seconds away from RV.
Its is a beautiful wide curving golden beach. The golden sandy beach is amazing,
giving a wide vista of the sea shore and the greenery skirting it.
This beach at unawatuna Sri Lanka has been acclaimed as one of the best
beaches amongst 12 such in the world. The coral reef yonder acts as a break water
and protect the beach as well. This calm sea is ideal for safe bathing for adults and
kids alike.

Sun Basking

As Sri Lanka is situated in close proximity to the equator, a warm climate with
sunny skies prevails almost perennially here. The average temperature is around
30 ° C (aprox. 85° F). It is in between 11AM and 2PM that the sun shine is most
intense around unawatuna Sri Lanka & RV areas with marginal variations, ultraviolet rays are most potent between 10AM and 4PM here.

They are the most intense at noonday extending to about an hour and receding thereafter.
Be handy with a sun cream(with higher S.P.F) to suit your requirement for getting a nice
tan to your satisfaction. RV provides you with beach towels and beach beds at the beach
as well.

Snorkeling

Snorkeling is a wonderful activity that could be enjoyed by almost any enthusiastic fun
loving visitor who has access to the ocean. Unawatuna beach and the bay with crystal
clear waters provides excellent snorkeling opportunities best during the season from
August ending in March. Surfing & diving are also exercised by many to witness the
fantastic marine life around the coral reef in the habited of various types of colorful fish.
The ship wrecks and other different species of fish too could be encountered if willing to
proceed further anterior . RV team, well acquainted with appropriate locations of interest to
a visitor is always there to lend a helping hand and guide you. Any equipment connected
with these expeditions could be readily rented out here.

Sun Rise

If you are an early bird , the sun rise and grandeur of the surrounding set in the back drop of

the green bay of unawatuna Sri Lanka, could be witnessed with awe ! Your breakfast is
ready waiting for you when you enjoy the sunrise and hop back to RV in a few minutes time.
The drawn of a new day at RV unawatuna, with the sun always following you till dusk.

Sun Set

Tranquility of the surrounding at sun set could be sighted from RV apartment balconies.
But to witness the beauty of it in toto , a stroll with your own long shadow as the ideal
companion is the best way to experience same at unawatuna Sri Lanka.
The gradual engulfing of the environ in different shady hues is a rare phenomenon worth
expediency indeed !
The clouds in the horizon in different hues could be seen kissing the horizon at this beach.
Dusk opens the door to the busy night life along the beach at unawatuna.

Sea Foods

As Sri Lanka is surrounded by the mighty Indian Ocean. Sea life of all categories could be
encountered around this inexhaustible ocean.

Many crustacean varieties fetch a high price in the export & hotel trade, while other edible
varieties are sold locally fresh from the sea. Many famous sea food restaurants are also
located along the beach, catering mostly to the foreign visitors. Lobsters ,prawns, crabs,
shell fish, cuttlefish, clans, mullet are only some such delicious ones, together with other
varieties in vivid presentation to wet your mouth at the sight and aroma of them.
Any type of desired sea foods fresh from the sea could be purchased around here. Our fully
equipped kitchen is open to any willing to prepare them in any manner one pleases. Our
RV team is at you beck & call willing to help approach reputed sea food dealers and fish
mongers together with current local prices of them for your convenience.

Night Life

Lately as peace has been well established right through out Sri Lanka, night life at
unwatuna has sprung up manifold with many activities from dusk to dawn, as never
experienced before. Music of all categories , dancing, creative novel shows, traditional and
non traditional local & international presentations and a lot more could be enjoyed under
the starry sky at unawatuna beach. After enjoying the hustle bustle of the bay area and the
beach, RV is the ideal place to retreat for a comfortable slumber, immersing you in sweet
sweet dreams !

